WELCOME TO THE www.pi2-fgolf.com PRIVACY POLICY
This document explains what we do with any personal information that you give us. If you have
not already done so, please read our Terms and Conditions User Agreement before reading this
Privacy Policy. In general, we only use the personal information that we collect to enable you to
fully enjoy the features offered by this website. This Privacy Policy applies only to this website
and not to any other company, individual, organisation or other website that you may reach via
any unauthorised link from the www.pi2-fgolf.com website.
Your privacy is important to us. To better protect your privacy we provide this notice explaining
our online information practices and the choices you can make about the way your information is
collected and used. To make this notice easy to find, a link is available on the home/login page.
OUR PRINCIPLES
We will respect your privacy. We may, however, email you occasionally with information or
queries about your registration or your pi2-fgolf User Area. Your personal data will only be
used for the purpose(s) for which they were originally collected.
CONSENT
Your use of our website signifies your consent to us collecting and using personal information
about you in accordance with this Privacy Policy. Should we choose to change our Privacy
Policy for any reason, the changes will be indicated on the login page or emailed directly to you,
so that you are always kept informed of how we collect and use your personal information, and
when we may disclose it.
REGISTRATION DETAILS
Although certain areas of our website are made available to all visitors, the contents of your
personal pi2-fgolf User Area will not be and can only be accessed via your private password.
The sole exception is where you decide to allow your pi2-fgolf assessments to be compared
with other Users of your choosing to participate in one of the various pi2-fgolf competitions.
Even then, only limited pi2-fgolf assessment data will be shared with and viewed by the
participating Users.
Furthermore, the pi2-fgolf website provides you with complete security and control over your
personal details. These are only visible within your own Personal User Area meaning they are
password protected. Any changes to your personal User Information have to be validated by
yourself via your private email before the website will accept and save them. In this manner the
website provides users with a double password security system.
To gain access to the www.pi2-fgolf.com website, you will need to register specific details with
us in accordance with the registration process. Should you not register these details you will
unable to access the main features. Registration involves the minimum amount of personal
information needed for the pi2-fgolf website to function, but will specifically require your name,
an email address, a Username and a password. Unless stated, all registration questions are
compulsory.
WHAT INFORMATION DO WE COLLECT?
We only collect information Users provide when registering or entering specific data for unique
pi2-fgolf assessment i.e. golf course details and Gross Scores per hole. As already indicated, this

required information is restricted to only what is necessary for the website to provide Users with
all the website features and exercise full control over their User Area and personal details.
WHAT INFORMATION DON’T WE COLLECT?
This website does not collect personal Credit/Debit Card Information. Payment is made
externally via Nochex (a leading on-line credit card processing company) and the only data this
website receives is an email notification that your payment has been successful and identifying
you with the personal details you have already provided this website (name/address/tel. no.).
All other Billing Information requested by Nochex when making a payment is purely for the
Nochex payment procedure and hence not shared with or stored on this website.
USE OF CHILDREN’S DATA
The website is intended to be available for use by anyone who regularly plays golf irrespective of
age, gender, religion or race. However, due to the online debit/credit card payment requirement
a parent or legal guardian must register on behalf of a junior. Furthermore, in addition to the
junior, this parent/guardian must personally agree to, and fully accept the Terms and Conditions
as though registering themselves and take total responsibility for the subsequent use of the
website by the registered junior User.
COOKIES
Cookies are small files of information which are stored on your computer enabling websites you
have visited to retrieve the information from your computer so that they can keep track of things
like other websites you visit or how you navigate this website. On revisiting the pi2-fgolf
website or logging into your pi2-f User Area, the computer server will recognise the cookie and
give us information about your use of this website. Most browsers accept cookies automatically,
but you should be able to alter the settings of your browser to prevent automatic acceptance. If
you choose not to receive cookies, you may still use this website but you may find that it does
not function properly or is slower than when you allow a cookie to be installed on your machine.
We may use cookies for:
a) Statistical purposes to track how many people use the website and how often they
visit.
b) Collecting data to identify which of our features are most frequently accessed, by
which types of User and from which countries.
c) To ensure the service the website provides is as complete, accurate and dynamic as
possible.
By using the website you are agreeing to the use of cookies as described.
HOW WE LOOK AFTER YOUR INFORMATION?
OUR COMMITMENT TO DATA SECURITY
We make sure that all the information we hold on you is as safe as possible. In addition, the
website has been designed by Ikona (IT) Ltd as per instructions issued by www.pi2-fgolf.com
with strict security procedures covering the storage and disclosure of your information in order to
prevent unauthorised access and to comply with the UK Data Protection Act 1998. This means
that sometimes we may ask you for proof of identity before disclosing any personal information
to you.

To prevent such unauthorized access, maintain data accuracy, and ensure the correct use of
information, Ikona (IT) Ltd have put in place all reasonable and appropriate physical,
electronic, and managerial procedures to safeguard and secure the information stored by the
website to the best of its abilities.
WHAT WE DO WITH YOUR PERSONAL DATA
We do not share your information with any third party and specifically not for marketing
purposes. It is entirely your choice whether you wish to share your Username, email address and
pi2-fgolf assessments with other Users of this website in order to enjoy the various competition
features available. However, if you choose to do this it is clearly understood, and fully accepted,
that you take full responsibility for your decision and will not hold the website owners
responsible or liable for damages of any form whatsoever for unexpected issues arising from this
choice.
The information you provide is for the sole purpose of enabling you to enjoy the facilities
provided by the www.pi2-fgolf.com website and to help us to monitor and improve your
enjoyment. In particular, all pi2-fgolf assessments/results are continually analysed to ensure that
your assessments are as accurate*, dynamic and up-to-date as possible. Regular tests will be
carried out involving randomly selected User pi2-f assessments to ensure that the website is
performing in the manner intended.
* Please note that true accuracy is only possible if you keep entering ALL ROUNDS of golf played once your
User Area is live. It is for this reason that you are encouraged to submit as many historic rounds as possible
when first accessing your new User Area.

WHEN DO WE SHARE INFORMATION?
The only two* external organisations involved with this website are those essential to its
operation. These are the web designers Ikona (IT) Ltd. who also provide the internet hosting
service, and Nochex, an online debit/credit card payment company.
Apart from these essential organisations necessary to the provision and running of this website,
your information will not be made available to any other third parties.
*The only other organisation currently being considered is that of GOOGLE © whereby the www.pi2-fgolf.com
website includes GOOGLE’S WEBSITE TRANSLATOR © to assist Users from various countries.

Ikona (IT) Ltd provides the technology on which this website runs, storing and maintaining the
databases in which data about our Users is contained. Ikona (IT) Ltd will only use data you
provide to the extent necessary to enable the website to remain fully functional. Please note that
we reserve the right to access and disclose personal data to comply with applicable laws and
lawful government requests, to operate our systems properly and to protect both ourselves and
our Users.
ADVERTISING
At present there are no plans for third party advertising to be allowed on this website.
Notification will be issued via the website should there be any change to this policy.
CHANGING PERSONAL DATA
When logged in, the My Details tab allows you to amend any personal information you provided
when creating your pi2-fgolf User Area. Any changes made to these details will require your
personal verification before being applied. To enable this security feature please keep your

personal details private and do not share your website or email passwords with anyone. You are
strongly advised to change your password regularly to further reduce the risk of it being
compromised.

